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n Ž d.Assuming that the nth iterate of the Laplacian D f belongs to L R , wer
investigate for 0 F k - 2n the validity of the following interpolation inequality:
5 5 5 51y a 5 n 5 aD ??? D f F K f D f ,q p rj j1 k
where D is the derivative in the direction j . Q 1998 Academic Pressj ii
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1. INTRODUCTION
The so-called Landau]Kolmogorov inequality is frequently referred to
as the inequality among the norms of derivatives. The typical one is the
Ž w x. Ž .following see 12 : there exists a constant K s K r, j such that for all
rŽ .f g W R there holds‘
5 Ž j. 5 5 51ya 5 Ž r . 5 af F K f f , 1Ž .‘ ‘ ‘
where 0 F j - r and a s jrr. Kolmogorov also calculated the best con-
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the above inequality are equal. For r s 2 and j s 1 this inequality is due
'to Landau and the best constant is 2 .
w xOn the other hand, Timoffeev 15 showed that the Landau inequality is
valid even for the Laplace operator. His inequality reads as follows:
1r2 1r2 d d'5 5 5 5 5 5D f F 2 f D f , ; f g C R , D f g C R ,Ž . Ž .‘ ‘ ‘j
5 5where here and below D is the derivative in the direction j and ? spj
5 5 d? .L ŽR .p
w xBoyadzhiev 3 proved in 1987 independently of the investigation of
Timoffeev that for 0 F k F n one has the inequality
5 5 5 51yk r2 n 5 n 5 k r2 n 2 n dD ??? D f F K f D f , ; f g C R , 2Ž . Ž .‘ ‘ ‘j j1 k
where the constant K does not depend on f and the directions j ,j
w xj s 1, . . . , k. Using the technique introduced by Timoffeev 15 , Ditzian
Ž .pointed out later that in fact the restriction 0 F k F n on 2 is not
w x Ž .necessary. He proved in 8 that 2 is valid for 0 F k - 2n and moreover
Ž .this is the best possibility; i.e., in general one does not have 2 for k s 2n.
Ž .There is another kind of inequality, namely, the inequalities of 1 with
different norms. The typical one in one dimension is given by Gabushin
w x10 . His result can be formulated as
THEOREM. Suppose k, n g N with 0 F k - n and 1 F p, r F ‘. Then
the following two statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .1 There exists some K ) 0 which does not depend on f such that for
Ž . Žn. Ž .all f g L R and f g L R one hasp r
5 Žk . 5 5 5 a 5 Žn. 5 b Žn.f F K f f , ; f g L R , f g L R . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .q p r p r
Ž .2 The following relations are true:
n n y k k n y k y 1rr q 1rq
F q , a s , and b s 1 y a .
q p r n y 1rr q 1rp
What is the analogue of the above interpolation inequality in higher
w xdimensions? The following result is obtained by Nirenberg 13 . Among
w xothers he derived in 13 that for suitably smooth functions of compact
support in R d there holds
5 5 5 51yg 5 5gf F K f f , 4Ž .k , q p m , r
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where 0 F k - m, g s krm,
5 5 5 a 5f [ D f ,Ýj , l l
< <a sj
a Ž .a1 Ž .ad Ž . Ž .D [ ›r› x ??? ›r› x and a [ a , . . . , a a G 0 is a multi-1 d 1 d i
< < dindex of order a [ Ý a . A proof of this significant inequality can beis1 i
w x Ž .found, e.g., in 9 . A simple limiting argument then shows that 4 still
Ž d. mŽ d.holds for all f g L R and f g W R . For the generalization of thep r
Ž . w x w x w xinterpolation inequalities 4 with weights we refer to 4 , 5 , 11 , and the
references therein.
In view of the above inequalities it is natural to ask what are the
necessary and sufficient conditions on the indices, such that for some
a , b G 0 the following interpolation inequality holds:
5 5 5 5 a 5 n 5 b d n dD ??? D f F K f D f , ; f g L R , D f g L R . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .q p rj j p r1 k
Ž .The purpose of this paper is to investigate the validity of 5 . We notice
Ž . Ž . Žthat if 1 - r - ‘ then 5 is equivalent to 4 as the Stein inequality see
w x.14 asserts that for 1 - p - ‘ there holds
5 2 5 5 5D f F K D f .p p
Ž . Ž .Thus, the difference between 4 and 5 is r s 1 and r s ‘. We will use a
Ž .new approach to carry out 5 and therefore give a unified treatment of the
above mentioned inequalities.
To present our result let us first find out what is the possible relation
Ž .among the indices. It is clear that if 5 is valid for such f then this
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .inequality must be also fulfilled for F x [ af x and F x [ f ax .1 2
Ž . Ž .Using 5 for F we get a q b s 1, as 5 must be valid for all 0 - a - ‘.1
Ž .Using the function F we obtain from 52
d d d d
k y q s b 2n y q .ž /q p r p
We observe further that if d s 1 the factor 2n y drr q drp is greater
than zero. However, this is not always the case if d ) 1. Assuming
2n y drr q drp ) 0, we get
k y drq q drp
b s . 6Ž .
2n y drr q drp
Ž .Furthermore, if the function f in 5 has compact support, so that for
some vector e g R d
f x q ej ? f x q ej9 s 0, j / j9,Ž . Ž .
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Ž .then using 5 for
m
F x [ f x q ejŽ . Ž .Ým
js0
and the assumption 2n y drr q drp ) 0 we deduce the third relation
2n 2n y k k
F q . 7Ž .
q p r
Our result can now be presented as
THEOREM 1. Let 1 F p, q, r F ‘, 2n y drr q drp ) 0, and 0 F k -
Ž .2n. Then in order for 5 to be ¤alid for some K ) 0 and a , b G 0, which do
Ž .not depend on f , it is necessary and sufficient that b is gi¤en by 6 ,
Ž .a s 1 y b , and inequality 7 is ¤alid.
Let us observe some special cases of this theorem. For d s 1 we always
have 2n y 1rr q 1rp ) 0. Thus, Theorem 1 is exactly the result of
Gabushin in case n therein is even. If r s q‘, then the assumption
2n q drp ) 0 is clearly fulfilled, which gives the following assertion:
COROLLARY 2. There exists some constant K ) 0, which does not depend
on f and j , i s 1, . . . , k, such thati
5 5 5 5 a 5 n 51ya d n dD ??? D f F K f D f , ; f g L R , D f g C R ,Ž . Ž .q p ‘j j p1 k
if and only if
2n 2n y k
F , 0 F k F 2n y 1,
q p
and
2n y k q drq
a s .
2n q drp
In particular we ha¤e for 1 F p F ‘ the inequality
5 5 5 51r2 5 51r2 d dD f F K f D f , ; f g L R , D f g C R .Ž . Ž .2 p p ‘j p
For the case r s 1 we conclude from Theorem 1 that
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3. For 1 F q - dr d y 1 and p s qr 2 y q there holds
5 5 5 51r2 5 51r2 d dD f F K f D f , ; f g L R , D f g L R .Ž . Ž .q p 1j p 1
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The limiting case 2n y drr q drp s 0 implies 2n y k y drr q drq
s 0. Thus, if 1 - r - ‘ one may use the Stein inequality and the Hardy]
Ž w x.Littlewood]Sobolev inequality see 14, p. 119 to get for 2n y k - d
5 5 5 n 5 d n dD ??? D f F K D f , ; f g L R , D f g L R . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .q rj j p r1 k
w xHowever, for r s 1 one can use the same argument as in 14, p. 119 to
Ž .show that 8 is in general not true.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Ž w x.To verify our results we need the so-called Young inequality see 14 :
suppose 1 F p , p , p F ‘ such that 1rp s 1rp q 1rp y 1. Then one1 2 3 3 1 2
Ž d. Ž d.has for the convolution of g g L R and g g L R the inequality1 p 2 p1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5g ) g F g g .p p p1 2 1 23 1 2
Ž .We need also the Gauss convolution operator G t , t ) 0, given by
G t f [ f ) K , ; f g L R d ,Ž . Ž .t p
where
d 2 2< < < <exp y x rt xŽ .i i
K x [Ž . Łt 1r2
p tis1 Ž .
Ž .and x s x , . . . , x . Let us record the following properties of this opera-1 d
Ž w x.tor as see 6
LEMMA 4. For 1 F p F ‘ there hold
5 5 5 5 df y G t f F Ct D f , ; f , D f g L R , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .p p p
D G t f s G t D f , ; f , D f g L R d , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j j j p
and
C
d5 5 5 5D G t f F f , ; f g L R . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .p pj p't
Ž . Ž . Ž .The constants C in 9 and 11 are independent of t and f. Denote G 0 [ I,
 Ž . 4where I is the identity operator. Then G t : t G 0 is a semigroup, i.e.,
Ž . Ž . Ž .G t G t s G t q t for all t , t G 0.1 2 1 2 1 2
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This lemma allows us to give a short proof of the following inequality; a
special case, namely, p s ‘, n s 1, and j s j s j , is proved by Ditzian1 2 3
Ž w x.see 8 .
n Ž d.LEMMA 5. There exists C ) 0 such that for all f and D f g L R ,p
1 F p F ‘, one has
5 5 2 n 5 n 5D ??? D f F Ch D f , 12Ž .p phj hj1 2 nq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . dwhere D is gi¤en by D f x [ f x y f x q hj with h ) 0 and j g R .hj hj
Ž . Ž Ž ..n Ž .Proof. Denote L t [ I y I y G t . Then 9 implies
n
5 5 5 5L t f y f s I y G t fŽ . Ž .Ž .p p
n 5 n 5F Ct D f . 13Ž .p
Ž .On the other hand, one has by the definition of L t and the semigroup
Ž .property of G t the estimate
5 5 2 nq1 5 5D ??? D L t f F Ch D ??? D L t fŽ . Ž .p phj hj j j1 2 nq1 1 2 nq1
2 nq1 5 5F Ch D ??? D G t f . 14Ž . Ž .pj j1 2 nq1
Moreover, it is clear that
‘
k kq1D ??? D G t f s D ??? D G t y G t fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýj j j j1 2 nq1 1 2 nq1
ks1
‘
ks D ??? D G t I y G t f .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý j j1 2 nq1
ks1
This results in the following identity:
‘ ‘
nk nD ??? D G t f s ??? D ??? D G t I y G t f .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýj j j j1 2 nq1 1 2 nq1
k s1 k sk1 n ny1
Ž . Ž .By 10 and the second estimate of 13 one gets from the above
‘ ‘ C n
5 5 5 5D ??? D G t f F ??? I y G t fŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýp pj j nq1r21 2 nq1 tkŽ .k s1 k sk n1 n ny1
y1r2 5 n 5F Ct D f .p
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2 Ž .Choosing t s h we obtain from 14 and the last estimate
5 2 5 2 n 5 n 5D ??? D L h f F Ch D f .Ž . p phj hj1 2 nq1
Ž .The assertion of this lemma follows from 13 , and the above estimate.
w xdLet V [ yj, j . The Marchoud inequality between the modulus ofj
Ž . Ž w x.smoothness of f g L V may be formulated as see 1 : there exists somep
pŽ .C ) 0, such that for all j s 1, 2, . . . and f g L V ,j
v kq1 f , u Ž .Ž . L V1 p jk k k 5 5v f , t F C t du q t f ,Ž .Ž . L V H L ŽV .p j p jkq1½ 5ut
where
t 5 t 5 < < dv f , t [ sup D f : 0 - h F t , j s 1, j g R .Ž .Ž . L V  4L ŽV .p j j h p j
Now we are in a position to prove the main result of Section 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Clearly, we need only to show that under the
Ž . Ž .conditions of this theorem inequality 7 implies 5 with b G 0 defined
Ž .by 6 .
Let us first deal with the case p F r. We observe that if we choose q to0
be
2n 2n y k k
s q , 15Ž .
q p r0
then q G q . Moreover, as p F r one has p F q F r.0 0
Ž .Let us apply the operator L t defined in the proof of Lemma 5.
2Ž . Ž . Ž .Obviously, since G t s G 2 t see Lemma 4 we have
n n
L t y L 2 t s G t q I y I I y G t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 4
Ž .On the other hand, G t is a bounded operator, hence there holds
n
5 5 5 5L t y L 2 t g F C G t y I g . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q q0 0
Furthermore, the Holder inequality impliesÈ
n n nŽ2 nyk .r2 n k r2 n5 5 5 5 5 5G t y I g F G t y I g G t y I g .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .q p r0
Since
5 5 dlim L t g y g s 0, ;g g L R ,Ž . Ž .q q0 0t“0
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we deduce from the last two estimates
‘
yiq1 yi5 5 5 5L 1 g y g F L 2 g y L 2 gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýq q0 0
is1
‘
nŽ2 nyk .r2 n k r2 nyi5 5 5 5F C g G 2 y I g .Ž .Ž .Ýp r
is1
Ž d. n Ž d. Ž .For the function f , such that f g L R and D f g L R , one has G t fp r
n Ž . Ž d. Ž d.and D G t f in L R l L R . Thus, replacing g in the above inequal-r p
Ž .ity by G t f and letting t “ 0, we obtain from Lemma 4
5 5 5 5 Ž2 nyk .r2 n 5 n 5 k r2 nL 1 f y f F C f D f . 16Ž . Ž .q p r0
The same approach implies also that for this function f one has
5 5 5 n 5L 1 f y f F C D f . 17Ž . Ž .r r
Combining the last two estimates with the Young inequality we conclude
Ž d. Ž d. Ž d.that f is in L R l L R l L R and there holdsq r p0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 n 5f q f F C f q D f . 18Ž .Ž .q r p r0
If q s r, then by the choice of q one must have p s r. Thus, Lemma 50 0
implies
5 2 nq1 5 2 n 5 n 5D f F Ch D f .q rhj 0
Combining this with the Marchoud inequality we get
5 k 5 5 5 5 n 5D f F C f q D f . 19Ž .Ž .q p rj 0
Ž .The constant C is independent of f. We will show that the q in 19 can0
be replaced by q.
w xdIf q / r, then q - r. Denoting V [ yj, j , we deduce from the0 0 j
Holder inequality and Lemma 5È
Ž .d 1yq rr2 nq1 2 nq105 5 5 5D f F 2 j D fŽ .L ŽV . rhj hjq j0
dŽ1yq0 r r . 2 n 5 n 5F Cj h D f , 20Ž .r
where the constant C is independent of f , h, and j. Let 0 - e - 1 and
h [ jdŽq0 r ry1.re. Then it follows from the above inequality that for 0 Fj
h F h there holdsj
2 nq1 2 nye 5 n 5v f , h F Ch D f .Ž .Ž . L V rq j0
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Again by the Marchoud inequality we arrive at
k k 5 5 5 n 5v f , h F Ch f q D f , ;0 - h F h .Ž .Ž . L V Ž .q rq j j00
Let h “ 0 we obtain
5 k 5 5 5 5 n 5D f F C f q D f . 21Ž .Ž .L ŽV . q rj q j 00
Ž .Since the constant C is independent of j and f , 18 and the last estimate
Ž .imply 19 , where q - r.0
For fixed p and r let us consider two cases of q, namely, q F q F r and0
r - q.
Ž . Ž .For q - q F r let q [ q 1rq y 1rr r 1rq y 1rr . Then q ) q and0 1 0 1
Ž .q rq q q y q rr s 1. Thus the Holder inequality results inÈ1 0 1
5 2 nq1 5 5 2 nq1 5 q1 r q 5 2 nq1 5 Žqyq1.r qD f F D f D fL ŽV . L ŽV . rhj hj hjq j q j0
dŽ1yq0 r r .q1 r q 2 n 5 n 5F Cj h D f .r
In the same way as above we get
5 k 5 5 5 5 n 5D f F C f q D f .Ž .L ŽV . q rj q j
As
5 5 5 5 5 5f F C f q fŽ .q q r0
Ž . Ž .we conclude from 18 that 19 is still valid for q instead of q , if0
q - q F r.0
Now if r - q, we have
‘
yi yi5 5 5 5f y L t f F L 2 t y L 2 ? 2 t f .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýq q
is1
It follows from
n nyi yi yi yiL 2 t y L 2 ? 2 t s G 2 t q I y I I y G 2 tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 5
that
‘
nnyi yi n5 5f y L t f F C 2 t G 2 t q I y I D f .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .½ 5Ýq q
is1
Ž Ž yi . .n Ž yi .The operator G 2 t q I y I is a linear combination of G j2 t ,
Ž Ž yi . .nj s 1, . . . , n. Hence G 2 t q I y I is a convolution operator, its ker-
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nel is a linear combination of K yi , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. Denote K to be thetj2 t, i
Ž Ž yi . .nkernel of G 2 t q I y I, we obtain
nyiG 2 t q I y I g s K ) gŽ .Ž .ž / t , i
and by the Young inequality
nyi n n5 5 5 5G 2 t q I y I D f F K D f ,Ž .Ž . h rž / t , iq
where 1rh s 1 y 1rr q 1rq. By the definition of K one can easilyt
calculate that for some C ) 0 there holds
Ž .Ž .dr2 1rhy1yi5 5K F C 2 t .Ž .ht , i
On the other hand, for 2n y k y drr q drq ) 0 there exists 0 - e - 1,
such that
‘
Ž .Ž .nq dr2 1rqy1rryi n5 5 5 5f y L t f F C 2 t D fŽ . Ž .Ýq r
is1
eqk r2 5 n 5F Ct D f .r
Writing
‘
yi yiq1f y L t f s L 2 t y L 2 f ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
is1
Ž .it follows from 11 that
5 k k 5 e 5 n 5D f y D L t f F Ct D f .Ž . q rj j
As the Young inequality implies
5 k 5 5 5D L 1 f F C fŽ . q pj
Ž .we obtain again 19 with q instead of q . Therefore, in all cases if these0
indices satisfy the conditions of this theorem and r G p we always have
5 k 5 5 5 5 n 5 d n dD f F C f q D f , ; f g L R , D f g L R . 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q p rj p r
Ž .It remains to deal with the case r - p. Let B x, r be a ball of radius r
Ž .centered at x. The integral mean of f on the ball B x, r is given by
1 1
A f x [ f t dt s f x q t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hr d dr ¤ r ¤Ž .B x , r Bd d r
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Ž .where B s B 0, r and ¤ is the volume of B . It follows from the Pizettir d 1
Ž w x.formula see 7, Chap. 4, Sect. 3 that for any fixed j G 1 there holds
5 j 5 2 5 5A f y f F Cr D f . 23Ž .L ŽB . L ŽB .r p l p lq j r
Moreover, simple calculation shows
5 j 5 y1 5 5D A f F Cr f , j G 2. 24Ž .L ŽB . L ŽB .j r p l p lq j r
The constant C in the above two inequalities is independent of f , 1 F
Ž .p F ‘, r, and r. Assume q F q satisfying 15 . Then the condition r - p0
Ž . Ž .implies r F q - p. Now using the last two estimates 23 and 24 we0
obtain
5 k 5 ykqd r q0yd r p 5 5D f F Cr fL ŽBŽ x , r .. L ŽBŽ x , 4 nd r ..j q p0
2 nykqd r q0yd r r 5 n 5q Cr D f . 25Ž .L ŽBŽ x , 4 nd r ..r
Ž 2 n.n Ž . Ž .Indeed, with L [ I y I y A we have by 23 , 24 , the HolderÈr r
inequality and the Young inequality
5 k 5 5 k 5 5 k 5D f F D f y L f q D L fŽ .L ŽBŽ x , r .. L ŽBŽ x , r .. L ŽBŽ x , r ..j j r j rq q q0 0 0
‘
k5 5yiy1 y iF D L y L fŽ .Ý L ŽBŽ x , r ..j 2 r 2 r q0
is0
ykqd r q0yd r p 5 5q Cr f L ŽBŽ x , 4 nd r ..p
‘
k5 5yiy1 y iF 2 D L f y L fŽ .Ý L ŽBŽ x , r ..j 2 r 2 r q0
is0
ykqd r q0yd r p 5 5q Cr f L ŽBŽ x , 4 nd r ..p
ykqd r q0yd r p 5 5F Cr f L ŽBŽ x , 4 nd r ..p
2 nykqd r q0yd r r 5 n 5q Cr D f .L ŽBŽ x , 4 nd r ..r
Ž .For arbitrary d ) 0 we observe 25 with r s d . If the second term on the
Ž . Ž .right-hand side of 25 is greater than the first term, we write Q s B x, d
and there holds
5 k 5 2 nykqd r q0yd r r 5 n 5D f F 2Cd D f ;L ŽBŽ x , d .. LŽBŽ x , 4 ndd ..j q0
if not, we change r until the two terms are equal. This is possible since
yk q drq y drp - 0 and 2n y k q drq y drr ) 0. Thus0 0
5 k 5 5 5 Ž2 nyk .r2 n 5 n 5 k r2 nD f F 2C f D f .L ŽBŽ x , r .. L ŽBŽ x , 4 nd r .. L ŽBŽ x , 4 nd r ..j q p r0
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d  4  4We write this ball as Q9. Hence R is covered by Q j Q9 . The
Ž w x w x.Besicovitch covering principle see 2 , also 9 then implies that for any
d  4  4  4bounded subset M of R there is a Besicovitch sequence Q of Q j Q9j
d Žsuch that M ; DQ and no point in R is in more than u a number thatj d
.  4depends only on d balls in Q . In this way we conclude from the last twoj
Ž .estimates and the facts that q rr G 1 and 2nrq s 2n y k rp q krr0 0
that
5 k 5 q0 5 k 5 q0D f F D f L QŽ .ÝL ŽM .j j q jq 00
j
Ž2 nykqd r q0yd r r .q0 5 n 5 q0F Cu d D fŽ rd
5 5 q0Ž2 nyk .r2 n 5 n 5 q0 k r2 nq f D f ..p r
Thus,
5 k 5 2 nykqd r q0yd r r 5 n 5 5 5 Ž2 nyk .r2 n 5 n 5 k r2 nD f F Cu d D f q f D f .Ž .q r p rj d0
Ž .Letting d “ 0 we get, from the last inequality, estimate 22 for the case
Ž . Ž .2nrq s 2n y k rp q krr. For q which satisfies 7 there holds q G q .0 0
Ž .Hence, using the operator L 1 and the Young inequality we deduce
5 k 5 5 k 5 5 k 5D f F D f y L 1 f q D L 1 fŽ . Ž .Ž .q q qj j j
5 n 5 5 k 5F C D f q D f .r qj 0
Ž .Therefore, 22 is still valid without the restriction r G p.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Having 22 we replace f therein by F x [ f tx , 0 - t - ‘. We
Ž d. n Ž d.conclude then for all f g L R and D f g L R thatp r
5 k 5 ykqd r qyd r p 5 5 2 nykqd r qyd r r 5 n 5D f F C t f q t D f .Ž .q p rj
Choosing
Ž .1r 2 nydrrqdrp5 5f p
t s ,nž /5 5D f r
we obtain from the last inequality
5 k 5 5 5 Ž2 nykqd r qyd r r .rŽ2 nqd r pyd r r .D f F C fq pj
5 n 5 Žkyd r qqd r p.rŽ2 nqd r pyd r r .= D f .4r
This yields the assertion of this theorem, since the Kemperman lemma
jŽ w x. 5 5 5 5see 1, Lemma 4.11 implies D ??? D g F C sup D g .j j j j j1 j
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